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As we spend approximately 80% of our time indoors, improving indoor air quality is necessary to lessen the spread and impacts of respiratory diseases and other health issues caused by particle pollution. Currently, in many countries, the primary method of cleaning indoor air is by using better, higher-grade filters in a recirculating air system or increasing ventilation with outdoor air. One way to supplement these time-tested approaches is by implementing ionization. We used a bipolar ionizer to test the removal efficiency of filters on different particle sizes with and without ionization. Calibrated cigarettes were used to generate smoke into a 28-cubic-meter chamber with a recirculating air handling system. It was found that ionization had a 275% increase in the removal efficiency of the most penetrating particle sizes (100-500 nm). We conclude that ionization drastically improves the filter removal efficiency of fine and ultrafine particles in indoor environments.

1. Introduction

Indoor air quality has been a topic of public and scientific discussion for many years. In a comprehensive study published in 2012 by Lim et al., it was estimated that 3.2 million deaths per year are attributed to ambient particle pollution [1]. The World Health Organization confirmed this estimate while increasing the number to approximately 4 million [2]. Additionally, Horton et al. have shown that climate change will substantially increase the frequency and duration of periods of air stagnation in much of the world, thus leading to higher concentrations of particle pollution as well as other air pollutants [3]. Therefore, improving indoor air quality is becoming increasingly pertinent due to the high level of health issues and mortality rates associated with airborne particle pollution.

Among such particle pollution, fine particulate matter (PM2.5) has been identified to cause respiratory diseases [4]. Currently, the most effective method to reduce particulate matter indoors is by using air filters together with increased ventilation. Air filters can be implemented in different ways, including in-room air purifiers with filters or heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. There is a wide variation in filter efficiency among the air filters used in HVAC systems. Typically, highly efficient filters such as MERV 16 and HEPA filters are associated with a higher pressure drop that increases over time due to additional loading [5] compared to a lower-rated filter such as MERV 6.

All conventional mechanical air filters are made of microfibers that show good efficiency for large particle sizes but with depleted removal efficiency for particles below 500 nm. In particular, around 300 nm is known as the most penetration particle size (MPPS) for most filters. However, this value typically ranges between 100 and 500 nm, depending on the airflow speed at the filter as well as the diameter and fractional volume of the fibers in the filter. These particles within the ultrafine and submicron ranges are the most harmful to humans due to the risk associated with particle deposition in the respiratory system. For example, the typical size range of allergens is between 0.1 and 0.3 μm; for viruses, it ranges between 0.05 and 0.5 μm; and for wildfire
smoke, it is 0.4 to 0.7 μm [6, 7]. As shown in Figure 1 from Kowalski and Bahnfleth, these particle diameter ranges have the lowest filter efficiencies for each of the efficiency curves [8].

In order to improve indoor air quality, it is important to focus on increasing the capture efficiency of these specific particle sizes. Podgorski et al. had found a way to do this by developing and using filters that were composed of nanofibrous as well as microfibrous media [9]. The results of their experiments found that significant increases in filtration efficiency for the MPPS range can be achieved with a moderate rise in pressure drop when utilizing these filters. This method focused on improving the single-fiber deposition efficiency of two of the three mechanisms of deposition (Brownian diffusion and direct interception). The three mechanisms of deposition are impaction, interception, and diffusion; however in addition to improving these three, electrostatic force can also be implemented to improve a filter’s performance. This method uses electrostatic interaction between filtration media and particles, therefore, in principle, improving filter performance with no direct effect to the pressure drop. This interaction can be achieved by introducing ions into the air to interact with the particles. The concept of preconditioning particles to increase coagulation has also been used by many others using air ionization [10–17]. All have either used a negative ion generator or a bipolar ion generator.

The focus of this paper is to verify the effect of ionization in improving particle removal efficiency, particularly in the MPPS size range. The data reported is from a series of tests using a bipolar ionizer that is composed of carbon fiber brushes, similar to the systems used by Park et al. as well as Farahi. [14, 15, 18]. The data presented compares the particle removal efficiency of a MERV 10 air filter in an air recirculating HVAC system to that of the same filter when a bipolar ionizer is used to supply both positive and negative ions into the space. The focus of this study is on fine and ultrafine particles [19] produced by a calibrated test cigarette developed by and procured from the University of Kentucky (Kentucky Reference Cigarette # 1 R6F [20]).

2. Experimental Methods

The data presented in this paper was obtained through carefully conducted experiments to examine the effect of needlepoint bipolar ionization on filtration efficiency in a recirculating HVAC system. The current understanding is that when bipolar ionized particles are present in the air, the electrostatic force causes particles of opposite electric charges to attract each other and repel like-charge particles. This attraction-repulsion dynamic is expected to agglomerate ultrafine and fine particles, forming larger particles and thus making it easier for the filter to capture them. This helps to improve the particle removal efficiency of air filters because they typically have very low removal efficiencies for ultrafine and fine particles. The details and conduction of the experiments are described below.

All experiments that are discussed have been conducted in a 28-cubic-meter AHAM room at Blue Heaven Technologies. The air filters used in the trials were 60 cm x 60 cm x 4.5 cm, MERV 10 filters with electret material made by the Aeolus Filter Corporation [21]. The speed of the HVAC recirculating fan was adjusted to achieve 6 air exchanges in the chamber per hour (6 ACH). Following the AHAM standard, a 3-bladed ceiling fan of 36 inches (0.91 m) in length operating at 395 RPM was used to ensure good particle and ion distribution throughout the chamber. A schematic illustrating the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.

A bipolar ionizer (GPS-FC48™-AC ionization system) that utilizes carbon fiber brushes as ion emitters is mounted in the air supply duct very close to the exit point. The ionizer can be turned on and off remotely as needed. This ionizer has two unipolar electrodes consisting of 48,000 carbon microfibers each, one producing positive ions and the other producing negative ions, with a distance of 2.25 inches (5.625 cm) between them. In order to measure the ion density introduced in the room, an ion counter (Air Ion Counter, AlphaLab, Inc., USA) was mounted on a tripod facing upwards in the middle of the room, 1.5 m from the floor. The ion density was measured in ions/cc of air.

The particle source used was research-grade, calibrated cigarettes from the University of Kentucky that produced a very specific range of particulate sizes from 0.01 to 1.0 μm (PM0.1). Researchers have developed methods to introduce a constant level of cigarette smoke into an indoor space [22–25]. As such, the test particles were introduced into the room via the injection port, as shown in Figure 2. This was achieved by attaching a compressed air line to a T-junction. The cigarette was mounted on the second port, and the final port was connected to the tube that feeds into the chamber. Once the cigarette was lit, the compressed air valve is opened, creating a vacuum in the T-junction generated by the forward velocity of the compressed air as it flows through the junction, thus injecting smoke into the chamber. This process ensures an introduction of consistent particle mass and size distribution which is then evenly distributed throughout the chamber using a ceiling fan as previously described.

A TSI DustTrak II Aerosol Monitor and a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) were used to measure the mass and concentration of particles in the chamber. The TSI DustTrak II Aerosol Monitor was placed on the floor of
in the middle of the chamber and was used to measure aerosol concentrations corresponding to PM$_{10}$, PM$_{2.5}$, PM$_{10}$ and mass concentrations ranging from 0.001 to 400 mg per cubic meter with a resolution of ±0.1% for particles in the size range of 0.1 to 10 μm. The SMPS (Model 3938 General SMPS, TSI) was used to capture a detailed particle size distribution from 1 nm to 1000 nm with up to 192 channels. The setup for the SMPS included a cyclone sampler linked by conductive tubing to the SMPS, allowing for aerosolized particles in the room to be captured at the cyclone which was located 1 meter above the floor and delivered to the spectrometer. The SMPS measures the concentration of particles with units of particles per cubic centimeter (#/cc) for particle sizes ranging from 1 nm to 1000 nm recorded as a function of time.

In conducting the experiments, a new filter was first tested with the ionizer turned off. A calibrated cigarette was then used to produce airborne particles, as previously described. Data, including particle counts for various bin sizes and particle mass, was collected over the course of 16 hours. This run will be referred to as the “control” run. Following the control test, the chamber walls were wiped, and a second, separate air recirculating system with a HEPA filter was used to clean the air in the room, as recommended by AHAM. Once the room was cleaned, the recirculating system with the MERV 10 filter was reactivated, the ionizer was turned ON, and the smoke particles were introduced once again. The same data was taken over 16 hours. This run will be referred to as the “treatment” run. These steps were repeated three times with a new filter each time.

In general, such experiments would need to be conducted in a bi-directional crossover fashion, as we know that pre-loading of the filter media will affect the performance of the system. However, this is only impactful if the loading for each trial is high. To confirm this, multiple experiments were executed, sometimes in the reverse order, where we started with the treatment runs first, followed by the control runs. We observed no measurable effect on the results because the particle loading was so low. This is due to the fact that loading from one cigarette had no measurable impact on the filter’s performance.

The data used in this paper are from three control and treatment trials in which all conditions were the same except for a new air filter used for each set of control and treatment runs. For the purpose of analysis, the control data used was the average of the three control tests.

3. Theory

In order to properly compare the removal efficiencies for different particle sizes, there must first be a way to model efficiency curves based on properties of the filter such as fiber diameter, thickness, particle speed, and fractional volume of the fiber. There are three main mechanisms that determine filtration efficiencies: diffusion, interception, and impaction [26]. Diffusion is the removal process that dominates when the particle diameter is less than about 0.1 μm [26]. In this particle diameter region, Brownian motion occurs causing the particles to randomly traverse large areas respective to their size which allows for them to attach to a filter fiber. Interception occurs predominantly for particle sizes above 0.1 μm. In this process, a particle is following a normal airflow streamline until it is captured by a fiber in the filter through natural forces [26]. Impaction occurs in much larger particle sizes when a particle’s inertia is high enough that it cannot adjust to the changes in the airflow streamline, and so it impacts the filter and is captured [26]. Impaction, however, does not make a significant impact on filter removal efficiency for normal filter velocities [26], and thus it will not be included in the modeling of efficiency curves in this study. Gougeon et al. performed a complex analysis on which equations best modeled the particle penetration in diffusion and interception ranges [27]. They found that Payet’s model, Equation (1), best models the penetration in the diffusion regime, while Liu and Rubow’s model, Equation (2), best models the penetration in the area where interception is dominant.

\[
\eta_D = 1.6125 \left( \frac{1 - \alpha}{Ku} \right)^{1/3} Pe^{-2/3} C_d C_d', \tag{1}
\]

\[
\eta_R = 0.615 \frac{1 - \alpha}{Ku} \left( \frac{N_R^2}{1 + N_R} \right) C_r, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the filter fiber volume fraction (m$^3$/m$^3$), Ku is the Kuwabura hydrodynamic factor, Pe is the Peclet number, dimensionless, and \( N_R \) is the interception parameter, dimensionless. \( C_d \) and \( C_d' \) are the diffusion correction factors defined as

\[
C_d = 1 + 0.388Ku \left( \frac{(1 - \alpha)Pe}{Ku} \right)^{1/3},
\]

\[
nC_d' = \frac{1}{1 + 1.6125(1 - \alpha/Ku)^{1/3} Pe^{-2/3} C_d},
\]
where $Kn_f$ is the Knudsen number (dimensionless) defined as
\[
Kn_f = \frac{2\lambda}{d_f},
\]  
(4)

where $\lambda$ is the gas molecule mean free path, 0.067 $\mu$m [26]. $d_f$ is the fiber diameter ($\mu$m).

$C_r$ is an interception correction factor defined as
\[
C_r = 1 + \frac{1.996Kn_f}{N_R}.
\]  
(5)

The remaining parameters are defined as the following:

\[
Ku = a - \frac{a^2 + 2 \ln (a) + 3}{4},
\]  
(6)

$a$ is the total filter media volume ($m^3/m^3$).

\[
Pe = \frac{1 \times 10^{-6} Ud_f}{D_d},
\]  
(7)

where $U$ is the media face velocity (m/s). $D_d$ is the particle diffusion coefficient ($m^2/s$).

\[
N_R = \frac{D_p}{d_f},
\]  
(8)

where $D_p$ is the particle diameter ($\mu$m).

Once the diffusion and interception efficiencies are calculated, they must be used to calculate single-fiber deposition efficiency by the following equation:

\[
\eta = 1 - (1 - \eta_d)(1 - \eta_R).
\]  
(9)

However, the $\eta_d + \eta_R$ term is negligible compared to the $\eta_d$ or $\eta_R$ term, and thus can be ignored. Hence, the single-fiber deposition efficiency now becomes

\[
\eta = \eta_d + \eta_R.
\]  
(10)

Finally, the overall filter efficiency ($E$) based on particle size is defined as

\[
E = L_u (1 - e^{-\eta S}),
\]  
(11)

where $L_u$ is a multiplicative correction factor [8] and $S$ is the fiber projected area, dimensionless, defined as

\[
S = \frac{4L \alpha}{\pi d_f(1 - \alpha)}
\]  
(12)

where $L$ is the length of filter media in direction of airflow ($\mu$m).

Additionally, Podgorski et al. had stated that pressure drop, $\Delta p$, can be estimated as

\[
\frac{\Delta p}{L} = \frac{64\mu U}{d_f^2} \alpha^{3/2} (1 + 56\alpha^3).
\]  
(13)

The pressure drop created by the filter is due to its resistive force. The higher the pressure drop, the higher the force, and as a result, more energy is required to push the particles through the filter. As is well known, this force causes a change in the momentum of the particles. This is why a particle’s speed is lower inside the media than the speed of the same particle before reaching the filter. In the treatment runs, there is an additional electrostatic force that is acting on the charged particles that also impacts the speed of particles in the filter media. This further reduces the particles’ speed without causing any pressure drop. This allows for smaller size particles to be captured by the filter through diffusion and electrostatic force.

The equations above are for single-fiber filters; however, the majority of filters utilize multiblindrical media, and thus there needs to be a way to model these kinds of filters. Kowalski et al. have developed such a method in which Equations (1) and (2) are calculated for each fiber [26]. Thus, any reference to fiber diameter, $d_f$, or fiber fractional volume, $a$, has now become specific to each individual fiber and must be calculated for every fiber in the filter. For instance, Equation (12) for the fiber project area would now become

\[
S_i = \frac{4L \alpha}{\pi d_{fi}(1 - \alpha_i)}.
\]  
(14)

Once the single-fiber efficiencies, $\eta$, and fiber projected area, $S_i$, are calculated for each of the fibers, the overall filter efficiency (Equation (11)),

\[
E = 1 \times e^{-\sum \eta S_i},
\]  
(15)

It is now possible to vary the values for the fiber diameters and the fiber volume fractions for the filter efficiency curve to match the data from the experiments that were previously outlined. However, there are some restrictions used when varying these values. Most highly rated filters consist of fiber diameters between 0.65 and 6.5 $\mu$m, Kowalski et al. [26], so we restricted the fiber diameter values to be within this range. Additionally, the fiber volume fractions must all add to 1. For the purpose of this study, the assumption was made that there are three fibers with different fiber diameters. Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in modeling the efficiency curves.

However, fitting such a curve to the treatment data shows that there is not a strong correlation between the expected curve and the data. As shown in Figure 3, the treatment data with error bars does not look like a typical filter efficiency curve, and we can see that ionization effects diffusion and interception removal processes differently. So instead, for the purpose of giving agreement between theory and experiments, we chose to look at diffusion and interception efficiencies separately, varying the values for fiber
diameters and fiber volume fractions to get as high of a correlation coefficient as possible between the curve and the data points. For the diffusion region, the correlation coefficient was determined from the data points between 49.6 nm and 350 nm, while for the interception efficiency, the value was determined from the data points between 350 nm and 850 nm. While the efficiency curve formula that was previously described could accurately model the diffusion region of the control data, the treatment data within the same region no longer behaved this way. Instead, it was found that a quadratic fit best modeled this portion of the treatment data. The parameters we found that best match our data are shown in Table 1. Once the diffusion and interception curves were optimized to best fit the data, the intersection between the curves was found, and a rolling average was taken from 10 nm from each side of the intersection point to smooth the curve.

With this new curve, we can accurately find the average efficiency by taking the area under the curve for a specific region and dividing that value by the difference between the highest and lowest particle diameter values in that region.

4. Results

These such curves are used to determine ratings for filters based on the removal efficiency for three different particle ranges: 0.3 to 1.0 μm, 1.0 to 3.0 μm, and 3.0 to 10.0 μm. For the purposes of the study, we are interested in finding the average efficiency between control and treatment data for these particle size ranges as well as the MPPS range. Once the optimized curves were developed, the curve was integrated to get the area underneath in order to find the average efficiency for a certain particle diameter range. This area was then divided by the difference between the highest and lowest particle diameters in that range. The process was done for each curve for the previously specified particle size ranges. The results of which are displayed in Table 2.

As can be seen from this table, there is a significant increase in filter removal efficiency in the 0.3-1 micron range, including the MPPS range, by implementing ionization. When considering the average efficiencies of the three treatment trials, there is a 275 percent increase in removal efficiency for the MPPS range of 100-500 nm.

5. Discussion

Substantial particle removal efficiency was achieved by implementing an ionizer to produce 20,000 ± 500 positive and negative ions prior to the cigarette smoke being introduced into the chamber. Once the smoke was introduced, the ion count drastically decreased since the ions were polarizing the smoke particles which led to the agglomeration of these particles. There was a 134 percent increase in the removal efficiency of particles in the 0.3-1.0 micron range.
when ionization was used and a 275 percent increase in the MPPS range of 100-500 nm (Table 2). It was observed that with the use of ionization, the most penetrating particle size had increased in diameter. Thus proving that when the particles present in the air are ionized with both positive and negative charges, the attraction-repulsion dynamic results in the coagulation of particles with opposite charges, leading to a higher concentration of larger diameter particles. These larger particles are then more easily captured by the filter either through interception or electrostatic attraction. However, even the most efficient filters have a most penetrating particle size, which ionization can help improve the capture efficiency. Additionally, larger particles are subjected more to gravitational force since they have a higher mass. Thus, if the gravitational force exerted on the particle is greater than the electric force, then the particle is more likely to deposit onto a surface rather than the filter.

As previously stated, every filter creates a pressure drop caused by its resistive force. Typically, more efficient filters are more fibrous and thus have a higher resistive force which creates a greater pressure drop. This force decreases a particle’s momentum within the filter which results in a lower velocity of the particle through the filter. This lower velocity allows for smaller particles to be more easily captured through the diffusion process. Through the use of bipolar ionization, there is an additional electrostatic force that is acting on the charged particles. This force opposes the motion of the particles and thus further reduces the speed of the particles within the filter media. Smaller size particles are more easily captured through diffusion and electrostatic force. Therefore, as shown, the use of a bipolar ionizer improves a filter’s removal efficiency to that of a higher-rated filter without increasing the resistive force. The resultant pressure drop across the filter remains the same, and the energy required to push particles through the filter is the same.

### 6. Conclusion

The results of this study confirm that bipolar ionization increases a mechanical filter’s removal efficiency of fine and ultrafine particles from indoor environments as well and more information on how ionization affects the most penetrating particle sizes. The ionizer used in this study produced an average 275% increase in the removal efficiency of the MPPS range after 18 minutes when compared to the control. Therefore, the use of bipolar ions to help clean indoor air has proven to be an effective method. This process can then be applied and tested in cleaning efficiencies for other air pollutants such as wildfire smoke. In areas where there are many and spontaneous wildfires, this technology can be especially useful.
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